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Introduction 

"Beneficent Disseminator of blessings to all Thy creatures, how great and universal must 

be that sweetest of Thy tyrannies which can hold in thrall the free and the bond, the simple swain 

and the polished coxcomb, the lover in the heyday of reckless passion and the husband of 

maturer years," (Joyce 331) remarks Alec Bannon in the "Oxen of the Sun" episode of James 

Joyce's Ulysses. "But indeed, sir," he continues, "I wander from the point. How mingled and 

imperfect are all our sublunary joys" (Joyce 331). The point from which Bannon wanders 

concerns Milly Bloom, daughter of Joyce's protagonist Leopold Bloom. Yet, there exists reason 

to believe that Bannon's wanderings are not borne of his own volition. 

Indeed, the discourse of Ulysses' "Oxen" episode is directly influenced by its literary 

style which, over the course of the chapter evolves through pastiches and parodies of style which 

span the the entire development of English prose style. Bannon's proclamations about Milly 

Bloom take on the style of Laurence Sterne, the eighteenth century novelist and author of The 

Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman, a novel in which narrational wandering and 

digression comprises the majority of discourse. In Tristram Shandy, we see the roots of stylistic 

subversion which Joyce amplifies in his epic Ulysses. 

Such subversions, however, lead French theorist Jacques Derrida to argue that Ulysses 

renders itself as a "hypermnesic machine" (Derrida 281) which, through its seemingly-endless· 

strings of subversion, both invalidates the possibility of any future salient criticism and illustrates 

the inherently arbitrary nature of linguistic signification. Derrida recognizes Ulysses as a novel, 

then, that validates its own critical assessments and, simultaneously, r_enders those assessments 

meaningless, revealing an implicit tendency towards deconstruction, the method of critical 
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analysis which Derrida popularized and which relegates literary criticism of Ulysses to a vicious 

cycle. 

I contend, however, that the implications of Derrida's deconstruction do not necessarily 

imply the impossibility of interpretive stability or of successful teleological signification. Instead 

of accepting the syntactical stronghold which Derrida depicts, we might engage in an alternate 

reading of Ulysses that, while still accepting the fundamental tenets of Derridean deconstruction, 

allows for a kind of interpretive clarification, wherein the reader's own sense of value, literarily, 

ethically, and otherwise, is enriched. This alternate reading, I posit, finds its roots in one of the 

architects of the Western philosophical movement's linguistic turn from which deconstruction 

emerged: Ludwig Wittgenstein. 

There is ample reason to associate Joyce and Wittgenstein. Ulysses was published the 

same year, 1922, as the first English-language edition of the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein's 

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus. While there exists no evidence that he read Ulysses, 

Wittgenstein was deeply fascinated by Tristram Shandy, one of Ulysses' greatest precursors. One 

ofWittgenstein's students, Theodore Redpath, in a memoir, explained that Wittgenstein held a 

great admiration for Laurence Sterne and that Wittgenstein "had read Tristram Shandy about a 

dozen times" (Redpath 50). So, too, in Tristram Shandy, do we see many of the devices which 

Joyce would himself employ in Ulysses-drawings, charts, and other graphic images supplanting 

the regular flow of unadulterated text. 

And, without digressing too far (in the spirit of Sterne), we might look to Tristram 

Shandy as a predecessor to some of the philosophical ideas which interested Wittgenstein, Joyce, 

and even Derrida. In Sterne's novel, we find that the author's literary prescience in no way 
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reflects the sophistication of his characters, whose linguistic capabilities are implicitly and 

explicitly derided throughout the course of the novel and made one of the novel's singular 

overarching points of irony. Indeed, while Sterne's metatextual techniques appear to critique the 

empirical philosophers of Enlightenment-era thinkers like Locke, the utter folly of his characters 

seems to preclude the possibility of any overarching linguistic or interpretive theory, standing as 

absurd contradictions. Thus, in these contradictions we see another manifestation of the 

paradoxical interpretive cycle which Derrida explicates as the "Yes, yes" problem. So, too, 

however, do we see the embryos of thought which both Wittgenstein and Joyce would use to 

respond to that problem. 

Through Wittgenstein's philosophy, we are afforded the opportunity to categorize, so to 

speak, systems of meaning. In the Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein broadens his 

understanding of language as an epistemic and semiotic tool, beginning with his formulation of 

the idea of a language game. This gives Wittgenstein's linguistic theory a distinct advantage over 

Derrida's when it comes to literary criticism because, quite simply, it allows for the possibility of 

literary criticism/interpretation. 
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On "Aeolus" 

The seventh episode of Joyce's Ulysses arrives at a crucial narrational hinge point. As the 

first episode of direct contact between Bloom and Stephen, following the novel's initial episodic 

triads focusing on Stephen and Bloom, "Aeolus" serves as the ballast point for both the plot and 

of the reader's expectations of the novel. 

The world of Joyce criticism arrives at a similar turning point with Jacques Derrida's 

keynote address at the Ninth International James Joyce Symposium in Frankfurt in 1984. By that 

time, Derrida's influence on literary criticism had begun to spread torrentially from his native 

France to the United States and beyond. Derrida's landmark work Of Grammatology, which 

served as the springboard for his theory of deconstruction, had been published just eight years 

prior. Derrida had made clear the importance of Joyce's work to his own philosophical pursuits 

(Attridge 253), and Derrida's lecture at the Joyce Symposium, wherein he applies his 

deconstructive lens specifically to Ulysses, would have important consequences for Joyce 

criticism in the years to come. 

A first-time reader of"Aeolus" or a listener to Derrida's original lecture in Frankfurt 

would likely react to these pivotal moments with comparable levels of confusion. "Aeolus" 

immediately presents readers with an unprecedented narrational structure-blaring newspaper

like headlines interrupt the text with startling non sequiturs and peculiar predictions. All 

preceding narrative structure is upended along with any predictable path for the novel's central 

characters, Bloom and Stephen. Similarly, Derrida's lecture, titled "Ulysses Gramophone: Hear 
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Say Yes in Joyce" (later published as an essay within his 1991 book Acts of Literature)l, 

destabilizes the foundation of Joyce criticism when he asserts that "everything has already 

happened to us with Ulysses and has been signed in advance by Joyce" (Derrida 281). 

Both the "Aeolus" episode in particular and Derrida's essay as a whole confront the 

specter of miscommunication. In Ulysses, "Aeolus" marks the onset of a series of of frustrations 

and failures which follow Joyce's protagonist Bloom all the way back to his home on Eccles 

Street in the novel's penultimate chapter. So, too, in "Aeolus," does Joyce's reader experience the 

onset of pronounced textual instability as a result of the headlines' paradoxical implications. 

Indeed, just as much as the headlines emich and embellish the narrational discourse, they topple 

the de facto authority of the free indirect discourse which characterized the first six episodes. It is 

this sort of critical dilemma which Derrida contends Ulysses as a whole exemplifies. With 

specific reference to the final word of Molly Bloom's book-ending soliloquy, Derrida focuses his 

essay on the paradoxical double-meaning of ofthe word "yes." The word, he argues, necessarily 

invokes a regress in which no stable meaning may be upheld: 

In order for the yes of affirmation, assent, consent, alliance, of engagement, 

signature, or gift to have the value it has, it must carry the repetition within itself. 

It must a priori and immediately confirm and promise its confirmation. This 

essential repetition lets itself be haunted by an intrinsic threat, by an internal 

telephone which parasites it like its mimetic, mechanical double, like its incessant 

parody[ ... ] The yes can only state itselfby promising itself its own memory. The 

1 As I quote directly from the version published within Acts of Literature, from henceforth I will refer to 
"Ulysses Gramophone: Hear Say Yes in Joyce" in those instances which I analyze its direct contents not 
as a lecture, but as an essay. 
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affirmation of the yes is the affirmation of memory. Yes must preserve itself, and 

thus reiterate itself, archive its voice in order to allow it once again to be heard. 

(276) 

Simply put, "yes" can act as (1) an affirmative in the common-usage sense which, as Derrida 

describes, promises that it will be remembered as meaningful and true not just in the moment it is 

uttered or written, but indefinitely into the future. However, "yes" also exists as (2) a merely 

mechanical utterance or writing which in no way necessitates real, verifiable meaning or 

comprehension. This deconstructed paradox bleeds through to the level of critical discourse, 

Derrida argues, revealing the novel to be a "hypermnesic machine" (281) which invalidates the 

possibility of future salient criticism. Derrida recognizes Ulysses, then, as a novel that validates 

its own critical assessments and, simultaneously, renders those assessments meaningless, 

revealing an implicit tendency towards deconstruction, implicit to our language, that leaves the 

very critical assessments which it predicts stuck in a vicious cycle. 

Deconstructive Joyce criticism, particularly concerning Ulysses and Finnegan s Wake, 

widely disseminated after Derrida's Joyce Symposium lecture. As David Vichnar explains in his 

book Joyce Against Theory: James Joyce After Deconstruction, Derrida's 1984 lecture served as 

the turning point for Joyce criticism in the direction of French critical theory, namely 

poststructuralism and specifically Derrida's deconstruction (9). This would serve as the 

foundation for later criticism rooted in feminism, post-colonialism, and historicism. For example, 

the Derridean scholar Laurent Milesi, in his book James Joyce and the Difference of Language, 

asserts French critical theory as the origin point of "the recent explosion of discourses on the 

excluded (sexual, colonial, racial, class, etc)" (Milesi 17). 
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However, it seems that these critical endeavors at least partially embody the futility 

Derrida points to in his essay. "Everything that happened to me," Derrida explains of his efforts 

to dissect Joyce's epic, "including the narrative that I would attempt to make of it, was already 

pre-dicted and pre-narrated, in its dated singularity, prescribed in a sequence of knowledge and 

narration: within Ulysses" (Derrida 281). If Ulysses truly is the "hypermnesic machine" Derrida 

claims it to be, then any potential criticism-whether it be characteristically post-colonial, 

feminist, or even utopian-is anticipated and appropriately written into being by the text. Such a 

critical endeavor, Derrida explains, only stands to provide fruitful commentary insofar as it is 

able to provide readers and critics something new to marvel at about Ulysses . This presents a 

startling roadblock for hopeful Joyce critics (myself included). 

In order to break through this interpretive conundrum, we might reconsider Ulysses, and 

specifically "Aeolus," on Derrida's own terms. Properly deconstructing "Aeolus," then, must 

involve analysis which accords with Derrida's own deconstruction of Ulysses. Indeed, the 

tension between apparently meaningful and merely mechanical signifiers, exemplified by 

Derrida's "Yes, yes" problem, pervades "Aeolus." The seventh episode of the novel begins with 

the jarring heading "IN THE HEART OF THE HIBERNIAN METROPOLIS" (Joyce 96) and 

immediately alerts the reader to a dramatic structural shift. Sixty-one different headings

resembling newspaper headlines in form and, occasionally, in content-appear over the course of 

the episode. The headings' capital letters steal attention from the diegetic world of Bloom and 

signal a shift from the previously established notions of how Ulysses reveals significant 

information, namely first/third person narration and free indirect discourse. 
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Instead, readers are confronted by a strange, seemingly inhuman voice. Tony Thwaites 

explains in his essay "Mr. Bloom, Inside and Out: Some Topologies of the 'Initial Style' of 

Ulysses" that, whereas the narrative structure of the first six episodes of Ulysses is primarily 

characterized by "an apparently clear demarcation of three elements: dialogue, interior 

monologue, and, enveloping both of these, the third-person narration" (Thwaites 363), "Aeolus" 

undermines any predictable structure by introducing an anonymous source for discourse in the 

form of textual headings. This anonymous, mechanistic heading-producer not only mimics and 

parodies the happenings of the narration as it unfolds in parallel, but accentuates the text's 

mechanical construction. Derrida would certainly classify these headings just like Molly's final 

"yes": paradoxically illuminating and potentially meaningless. 

In repeating, anticipating, and quoting the language of the chapter, the anonymous 

heading-producer establishes itself not as a human or even human-spirited narrator, but as a non

human, arbitrary machine. In her essay "'Aeolus' : Interruption and Inventory," from her book 

The Odyssey of Style in Ulysses, Karen Lawrence explains that "[t]he continuous prose of a novel 

represents the language of temporal duration and functions as the sign of the traditional 

novel" (Lawrence 60). However, the break from this tradition is apparent from the immediate 

onset of "Aeolus": 

The circumscription of the initial style of narration by the headings signals the 

contingency of its power. The headings, visually, temporally, and stylistically 

discontinuous from the original narration, puncture the myth of its absolute 

authority. In boldfaced print and capital letters, they announce the presence 

outside that of the initial third-person narration which has claimed authority for 
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the establishment of the empirical world of the novel. Instead of continuous 

narration in "Aeolus," we find competing discourses. (60) 

Indeed, Derrida would argue that this formal shift by Joyce is itself an act of deconstruction, as 

Joyce begins to umavel recognizable prose in "Aeolus," irrevocably subverting the authority of 

any singular discourse and reaffirming the essentially arbitrary relationship between words and 

the meanings which they convey. Lawrence posits that "Aeolus" specifically typifies this 

interpretive quandary, the same interpretive quandary which, Derrida argues the novel as a whole 

illuminates: 

Jacques Derrida's theory of the ontological status of writing is especially relevant 

here. He says: "To write is to produce a mark that will constitute a sort of machine 

which is productive in tum, and which my future disappearance will not, in 

principle, hinder in its functioning[ ... ] writing [is] an interactive structure, cut off 

from all absolute responsibility, from consciousness as the ultimate authority, 

orphaned and separated at birth from the assistance of its father." It is precisely 

this process of estrangement from consciousness as ultimate authority that is felt 

in "Aeolus." (63) 

Insofar as the "competing discourses" ( 60) which Lawrence describes fit within the paradoxical 

scheme of "Yes, yes" problem, "Aeolus" threatens the possibility of stable interpretation. 

In a similar manner to the headlines, chiastic structures create basic visual frustrations for 

the reader. The third section of the episode, beneath the heading "GENTLEMEN OF THE 

PRESS" (Joyce 96) begins: "Grossbooted draymen rolled barrels dullthudding out of Prince's 

stores and bumped them up on the brewery float. On the brewery float bumped dullthudding 
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barrels rolled by gross booted draymen out of Prince's stores" (96). This "gratuitous act of 

writing" (Lawrence 69) provides no evident understanding of any event to the reader. Rather, it 

jars the reader into examination of the odd reversal, removing the reader from the flow of the 

narrative. Joyce denies the reader an easy flow of narration, sporadically injecting anagram-like 

wordplay like "feetstoops" (Joyce 106) or "Clamn dever" (113). Another interruption occurs with 

Lenehan's use of two palindromes: "Madam, I'm Adam. And Able was I ere I saw Elba" (113). 

Lawrence asserts that "chiasmus shifts our attention from the meaning of a sentence to its spatial 

arrangement on the page" (Lawrence 69). The same is true of the palindromes, which bring the 

readers' attention to the arrangement of letters rather than a significant idea or event. 

The primary settings of "Aeolus" are the Freeman newspaper offices-where language is 

both conceived of, arranged, and printed. Joyce reminds both Bloom and the reader oflanguage's 

mechanization throughout the episode as the "Silt" (Joyce 1 00) of the printing press jumps into 

both Bloom's mind and the literal text: 

Silt. The nethermost deck of the first machine jogged forward its flyboard with 

slit the first batch of quirefolded papers. Silt. Almost human the way it slit to call 

attention. Doing its level best to speak. That door too slit creaking, asking to be 

shut. Everything speaks in its own way. Silt. (100) 

So, too, does the mechanistic language bleed into the dialogue of the other characters, whose 

ideals of language and oration are reduced by the manufactured headings. Bloom first encounters 

Simon Dedalus, Lambert, and MacHugh as they ridicule the lofty diction of Dan Dawson's 

speech (102). MacHugh's own "pomp oftone" (102), however, tempers the impact ofthe scorn 

heaped on Dawson. While "[t]he ideal of eloquence is the subject of the discussion in the 
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newspaper office" (Lawrence 72), the men fail to deliver a precise understanding of what that 

eloquence entails. During a later conversation between the men in the Evening Telegraph office, 

concerning this ideal, O'Molloy remarks: "[o]ne of the most polished periods I think I ever 

listened to in my life fell from the lips of Seymour Bushe" (Joyce 114), and proceeds to quote 

Bushe's speech verbatim, mechanistically. MacHugh declares that "[t]he finest display of oratory 

I ever heard was a speech made by John F Taylor at the college historical society" (116). While 

the men make apparent the rhetorical grandeur of these speeches, the ideal which they 

supposedly embody is never fully defined or outlined. 

Furthermore, "no matter what the degree of eloquence in the various speeches (either in 

the formal speeches or in dialogues), the speeches are summed up in the facile rhetoric of the 

headings" (Lawrence 72), diminishing the impact of the mens' laud, as such circumlocution is 

reduced to the form of a headline. As Lawrence explains, "it is the headings, composed of 

rhetorical figures, that function most emphatically to mock the eloquence of the dialogue of the 

characters" (72), distilling the language to a terse phrase. From Bushe's speech: 

that stony effigy in frozen music, horned and terrible, of the human form divine, 

that eternal symbol of wisdom and of prophecy which, if aught that the 

imagination or the hand of sculptor has wrought in marble of soul transfigured 

and or soul transfiguring deserves to live, deserves to live." (Joyce 115) 

Bushe's gravitas is diminished by the alliterative heading "A POLISHED PERIOD" (115). The 

utter failure of the men to effectively communicate any ideas of importance further emphasizes 

Derrida's understanding of the potentially meaningless, mechanistic facet of a signifier. The men 

appear to be less natural than they are machine-like, acting not out of human reasoning but out of 
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programmatic compulsion. While their speeches ostensively function as emotional appeals, any 

effective sentimentality, Derrida would argue, is threatened by their rote accounts of the original 

rhetoric. Barring the interruption of the headings, these conversations encompass the simplest 

discourse of the episode, seeing a reversion to the dialogic structure commonly found in the first 

six episodes. Yet, the conversations' absurdities communicate the shift of focus from 

uninterrupted prose to the manufactured path of the narrative. 

The language (or lack thereof) of the other characters in "Aeolus" confounds Bloom, 

leaving him to awkwardly impede them and their activities. A heading reads: "WE SEE THE 

CANVASSER AT WORK" (Joyce 99), heralding Bloom's efforts to explain the Keyes' 

advertisement to Councillor Nannetti, the Freeman s business manager. Nannetti meets Bloom's 

effort with silence, simply nodding and scratching himself (99-1 00). Here, the nonverbal 

communication of the headings replaces "the careful demotic speech of the dialogue" (Thwaites 

363) that characterizes the first six episodes. Furthermore, this deviation extends beyond the 

diegetic level as the headings directly address the reader. Bloom's distance from the men in the 

Evening Telegraph office increases as the "MEMORABLE BATTLES RECALLED" (Joyce 

1 05) by Crawford and Lambert-whose repartee consists almost entirely of such enigmatic 

references-are unfamiliar to Bloom, who continues to work. Bloom physically obstructs the 

actions of other people in the Freeman s offices, as "Mr Bloom stood in his way" (99) illustrates 

Bloom's obvious inconveniencing of Hynes in Nannetti's office. Then, the heading "A 

COLLISION ENSUES" (1 06) anticipates Bloom's run-in with Lenehan, illustrating the 

narrative's apparent prescience and moving focus to the extra-diegetic level. After his collision 

with Lenehan, "EXIT BLOOM" (106) signifies also exit reader from the previously encountered 
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narrative structure as Bloom, whose discourse has been predominant since the fourth episode, is 

dismissed from both the Freeman office and the narration. As Lawrence explains, "[t]he 

headings function as the sign of language divorced from a single consciousness, however, not 

only because they are so obviously written and printed out, but also because they represent 

anonymous, collective discourse" (Lawrence 64). The narrative no longer provides any 

semblance of security or predictability, and "[l]anguage begins a kind of insurrection, as style 

becomes increasingly opaque and self-dramatizing" (12). The language, then, estranges Bloom 

and the reader across narrative levels. 

The manufacturing of language in "Aeolus" extra-diegetically ironizes reader 

expectations and, simultaneously, distracts Bloom from his task at hand. While the noisy, 

unavoidable sounds of the press distract Bloom audibly, their transcription interrupts the reader 

visually. These sounds divert the reader's attention while Bloom is lost on a mental tangent, 

arriving at the distant conclusion that "[e]verything speaks in its own way." (100). Diegetically, 

this furthers Bloom from not only the achievement of his goal, but also from linguistic clarity. 

Extra-diegetically, this reminds the reader of the hyper-awareness required to read the text. These 

frustrations for Bloom and the reader defer the satisfaction of an accomplishment, as Bloom's 

tangent in no way brings him closer to placing the ad or to his wife, whose image reappears in 

his thoughts throughout the chapter. 

Bloom experiences similar frustrating reversals personally. He describes several odd 

instances of reversal, noting the placement of the door in Ruttledge's office: "Way in. Way 

out" (Joyce 97). When using his handkerchief, Bloom notices the citron-lemon scent of the soap 

from his jacket pocket and returns the bar to its original location, "into the hip pocket of his 
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trousers" (1 01 ). The bar of soap, signifying Bloom's wife, Molly, finds its way back to the 

pocket where it began in the same way that Bloom finds himself on the streets of Dublin, having 

failed to place the ad. Furthermore, Crawford's instruction: "[w]ill you tell him he can kiss my 

arse?" (120) exacerbates the reversal of fortune Bloom experiences. Bloom does not know how 

to respond to Crawford's odd rebuke, just as the reader does not know how to interpret much of 

the rhetoric. Joyce's rhetoric confuses and perplexes, yet the rhetorical manipulation of language 

conveys the frustration and delays satisfaction. 

This all points a reader, if they remain with Derrida, towards instability of many sorts. 

Not only is the reader's clear sense of the diegesis brought into question, but also their ability to 

effectively interpret the text is diminished to an acceptance of Joyce's own deconstructive aims 

in the novel. Yet, insofar as the reader is merely pointed towards this instability, there exists 

reason to believe that Derrida's account fails to address some of Joyce's ulterior motives in 

deconstructing his own novel. We might revisit Derrida's lecture for, and in particular a moment 

in which he references Bloom's attempted phone call in "Aeolus," quoting MacHugh: "Bloom is 

at the telephone" (113). "Bloom is waiting for an answer," Derrida writes, "for someone to say 

'Yes, yes,' beginning with the telephonic yes indicating that there is indeed another voice, if not 

an answering machine, on the other end ofthe line" (Derrida 274). 

Derrida draws a connection between this call and Molly's answer of "yes" in "Penelope," 

the same "yes" with which he concerns the majority of his essay. The French philosopher 

contends that, "[when] Molly says 'yes, yes,' she is answering a request ... The final 'Yes,' the 

last word ... yields itself only to reading" (274). A reader might be inclined, Derrida asserts, to 

see in this connection an opportunity to close an interpretive loose-end and affirm a successful 
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teleological signification or synthesis between Bloom and his wife, perhaps even between 

signifier and signified. Yet, Derrida insists that we cannot trust Molly's own affirmation. As 

much as Bloom or even the reader may yearn for the fulfilling, heroic reunion at which Joyce 

teases, the implications of deconstruction, Derrida would argue, preclude even the possibility of 

such. 

These manifold frustrations and reversals across narrative levels, understood through 

Derridean deconstruction, illuminate what we might describe as a problem of directionality. 

Deconstructing "Aeolus" reveals an infmite regress both inwards (through meta-diegesis) and 

outwards (through extra-diegesis). I posit that we may solve this problem by looking forward, 

through the diegesis, as the diegetic progress of the novel allows for interpretive stability and 

possesses ethical implications which stand apart from Derridean deconstruction. However, as of 

yet, it is not clear why we should be inclined to accept such an account as defensible. Indeed, 

both the infinite regresses presented by deconstructing Ulysses thus far and the potentially

redemptive alternate Wittgensteinian reading seem to present a kind of semiotic instability which 

leaves us in a critical dilemma. As Wittgenstein would have seen it, this conundrum may be aptly 

considered through the lens of effability and ethics. 

Wittgenstein's response is best understood by analyzing the kind of ethical theory which 

his philosophy agrees. Yet, to attempt to advance a theory of ethics corresponding with 

Wittgenstein's philosophy appears impossible at first. The author of the Tractatus Logico

Philosophicus does not to mince his words when he says that "ethics cannot be put into 

words" (Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus 6.42). Nonetheless, Wittgenstein wrote (and spoke) 

extensively on the nature of ethics in his Notebooks, 1914-1916 and in a 1929 lecture he gave to 
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the Heretics Society in Cambridge titled A Lecture on Ethics. Perhaps the most succinct account 

ofWittgenstein's ethical perspective is given by the philosopher himself in his Lecture: "I am 

tempted to say that the right expression in language for the miracle of the existence of the world, 

though it is not in any proposition in language, is the existence of language itself' (Lecture 11 ). 

As Wittgenstein sees it, in the same way logical structure escapes effability, so too does ethics. 

Understanding Wittgenstein's Tractatus beyond the level of its logical discourse regarding 

language, then, we see that the ethical, rather than existing within the world, functions as an 

attitude-understood through sight, not thought-towards the facts of the world. 

Wittgenstein's expressed aim for the Tractatus as outlined within the Tractatus is to 

"draw a limit to thought, or rather-not to thought, but to the expression of thoughts" (TLP 

Preface). The philosopher believed that by organizing words into the forms of propositions, we 

are capable of communicating facts about the world. The philosopher begins the logical 

discourse of the Tractatus by asserting that "The world is all that is the case. The world is the 

totality of facts, not of things" (TLP 1-1.1 ). By constructing propositions about these facts using 

logical form, Wittgenstein argues, we are able to describe what is in the world. As Wittgenstein 

describes in the Lecture, ethics concern what the world ought to be. Wittgenstein explains: 

Suppose one of you were an omniscient person and therefore knew all the 

movements of all the bodies in the world dead or alive and that he also knew all 

the states of mind of all human beings that ever lived, and suppose this man wrote 

all he knew in a big book, then this book would contain the whole description of 

the world; and what I want to say is, that this book would contain nothing that we 

would call an ethical judgment or anything that would imply such a judgment. .. 
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all the facts described would, as it were, stand on the same level and in the same 

way all propositions stand on the same level. (Lecture 6). 

Since propositions of language concern only what is, they inherently cannot involve claims or 

concerns of what ought to be about the world. 

Keeping in mind Wittgenstein's ethical aims, we are led into a kind of contradiction 

where the Tractatus' logic is used as a means to point towards something wholly outside its own 

expressions. In the final sections of the Tractatus, we see Wittgenstein further the paradoxical 

nature of the work. He asserts: 

My propositions serve as elucidations in the following way: anyone who 

understands me recognizes them as nonsensical, when he has used them-as steps 

-to climb up beyond them. (He must, so to speak, throw away the ladder after he 

has climbed up it.) 

He must transcend these propositions, and then he will see the world 

aright. (TLP 6.54). 

This point exists outside the context of the logical discourse sustained by Wittgenstein 

throughout the majority of the text-it is a completely self-referential imperative, existing on a 

kind of extra-diegetic plane. 

In Ulysses, we find that Joyce employs the same techniques to convey significance which 

the consequences of Derridean deconstruction might, at first, seem to preclude. While "Aeolus" 

epitomizes the narrational estrangement Derrida hopes to illuminate, it stands only as the 

beginning of Joyce's dealings with the interpretive dilemma posed by deconstruction and the 

"Yes, yes" problem specifically. More so than endlessly pointing inwards to predicted critical 
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assessments or outwards to strings of inherently meaningless signifiers, Ulysses points forward, 

along the path of its own diegesis, towards the kind of clarification at which Wittgensteinian 

ethical theory aims. 
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On "Oxen of the Sun " 

The applicability ofWittgenstein's philosophy to what we might call a post- ' 

deconstructive analysis of Ulysses perhaps rests most importantly upon its correspondences with 

Derridean deconstruction. Indeed, the linguistic theories of Derrida and Wittgenstein overlap in 

both unique and fundamental areas. At first glance, it might seem that both Derridean and 

Wittgensteinian readings of Ulysses inevitably an affirmation of the unstable relationship 

between linguistic signifiers and signifieds. For both philosophers, the instability of this 

relationship may be traced back to the inherently contextual nature of language. 

Any attempt to defme Derrida's concept of differance, it would seem, conflicts with 

Derrida's own expressed sense of its fundamental nature. Indeed, in calling it a concept, I have 

already contradicted Derrida, who insisted that differance was "neither a word nor a 

concept" (Bass 11 ). Derrida would also certainly insist that differance escapes any singular 

definition precisely because of its own contextual nature. Yet, an understanding of these 

complexities, allows one to begin grasping differance. We might say that differance refers to 

Derrida's assertion that the meaning of any single word is created through its relationship to 

other words. For instance, one might gather a sense of the word "dog" relative to their sense of 

the word "pet" or the word "animal." Insofar as this relativity applies to all words, meaning is 

shown to exist only within a regress of signifiers (e.g. we may understand "animal" relative to 

"organism," relative to "cell," relative to "alive," relative to "dead," ad infinitum). 

Wittgenstein's conception ofjamily resemblance closely resembles differance. In the 

Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein invites his readers to "[c]onsider, for example, the 

activities that we call 'games'. I mean board-games, card-games, ball-games, athletic games, and 
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so on. What is common to them all?" (§66). Perhaps we might ask "[a]re they all 

'entertaining'?" (§66) or whether "there is always winning and losing," (§66), or whether or not 

they require patience. In considering these qualifications, we find that similarities and differences 

appear and disappear depending on which sets of games we reference. While we may use a term 

like game, then, to categorize a wide array of activities, no singular qualification can effectively 

define the category or the word itself-what we consider to be a game cannot be rooted in a 

stable concept. 

Through these two perspectives, both philosophers attempt to account for the inherently 

contextual nature of language. Yet, in Derrida's conception of differance, semiotic analysis is 

entirely syntactical, limited to the arrangement of one word or set of words relative to another 

word or set ofwords. In Wittgenstein's conception of family resemblance, however, a semiotic 

hierarchy emerges whereby the instability of a word's meaning can be limited to the category 

within which one antecedently considers it. This allows for the tracing of sources and signifiers 

in a way which Derrida's deconstruction-wherein language stands as an infinite, nearly

unmappable void of arbitrary meaning-cannot. Wittgenstein 's sense of family resemblance, 

then, potentially offers us a way out of the interpretive vicious cycle that Derrida leaves us in 

with Ulysses. 

In order to better understand Wittgenstein's understanding of family resemblance, we 

ought look to the larger context in which he explains it. The meanings of specific words and 

concepts, Wittgenstein explains, may only be encountered through a given activity. Indeed, as 

Wittgenstein sees it, language stands not as an entity unto itself, but rather as a kind of game we 

engage in as we speak or write. Whenever we speak or write, Wittgenstein argues, we engage in 
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a certain activity whereby meaning is generated by language. This process could take any 

number of forms; Wittgenstein lists "[g]iving orders, and acting on them," "[r]eporting an event," 

"[s]peculating about the event," even "[m]aking up a story; and reading one" (PI §24), therein 

generating a sense of what a given activity entails. "Making up a story; and reading one" (PI 

§24), for example, might entail certain preconceived notions of what a good story involves, how 

long a story should be, or about what sorts of things a story should concern. Of course, this 

generative process, too, is entirely contextual, rooted in an understanding of the rules and 

conventions by the person engaging in the language game. We do not tangibly encounter, to 

reference Wittgenstein 's example, the concept of reading a story (or, indeed, the novel writ 

large). Instead, we encounter, interact with, and judge a specific novel (like Ulysses). 

Like any other game, language games are composed of and defined by both their 

constitutive rules and the players' engagement with them. Derrida furthers the notion of specific 

encounters with what Wittgenstein would have understood as a language game, explaining that 

"[ e ]ach case is other, each decision is different and required an absolutely unique interpretation, 

which no existing, coded rule can or ought to guarantee absolutely" (qtd. in Attridge 266). As 

Derrida suggests, the constitutive rules implicit to a game, necessarily invoke a unique, 

subjective effect on the game's players each time they play the game. With regards to reading a 

novel, this would take the form of the unique sense of literary rules which a reader develops 

about the novel in question. 

As Wittgenstein sees it, the rules of any given language game are, at least in some sense, 

unregulated-the onus for recognizing them rests on whoever plays the game. Wittgenstein 

provides the analogy of a tennis player serving the ball: "[b Jut then the use of the word is 
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unregulated[ ... ] it is not everywhere bounded by rules; but no more are there any rules for how 

high one may throw the ball in tennis, or how hard, yet tennis is a game for all that, and has rules 

too" (PI §68). While there are conceivably no specific rules about how high a player may throw 

the ball in the air before they serve it, or how hard, perhaps we may assert that they must throw 

the ball and they must serve it. Indeed, one may serve the ball out of bounds-a violation of a 

regulative rule-but to not serve the ball at all would exist as a violation of a constitutive rule, 

whereby it would seem that one has ceased playing the game altogether. 

As we read a novel, then, we automatically process the constitutive rules which govern 

the activity of reading that novel. This processing, for the most part, occurs as one compares the 

novel to other novels, and with regards to all sorts of attributes. This manifests in the form of a 

reader's expectations (e.g. "this novel will be about a hero's journey" or "this novel will have a 

happy ending"). Furthermore, since a novel's rules concerning any of these attributes-Derek 

Attridge mentions the "laws of genre, convention, language, discourse" (Attridge 266) among 

others-are implicit to the text, the reader must accept whichever specific rules the author of the 

novel chooses to set. In reading Ulysses, we find that we must allow Joyce to take us where he 

pleases, no matter how unconventional his own set rules for the novel are. Insofar as Joyce's 

rules align with what we expect, our sense of the novel as a whole aligns with our sense of a 

novel's general purpose, whether it be to entertain, satirize, or, as Derrida might argue in the case 

of Ulysses, to reveal the impossibility of interpretive stability. 

As we do confront Ulysses, then, we see that Joyce continually undermines the basic 

rules and norms with which a reader generally confronts a text. Derek Attridge, editor of Acts of 

Literature, in which "Ulysses Gramophone" appears, argues, in line with Derrida, that this serves 
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no greater purpose than to convey the futility of interpretation, since "[i]t's impossible[ ... ] to do 

justice to a literary text; not because of the infinite richness of literary language or the sad 

limitations of readers, but because the act of critical judgment is an impossible, though always 

necessary, act" (Mitchell and Slote 266-267). The very act of critical judgment is inevitably 

muddied, Attridge argues, by an author's violation of the rules which a reader ineluctably accepts 

yet cannot comprehend. Attridge continues: 

The literary text I read is singular, yet that singularity is constituted and conveyed 

only by its participation in general laws: laws of geme, convention, language, 

discourse. My response to that text is singular-at least it's my obligation as critic 

to strive for a singular appreciation of its singularity, since no other response will 

do its singularity justice-yet it's arrived at and articulated only by means of 

norms and conventions[ .. . ] the act of criticism, the decision or the judgment 

whereby the reader assents to the singularity of the text (and thereby produces it 

in its singularity), is an affirmation that does not follow rules but rather suspends 

and reinvents the rules by which it is rendered readable. (266) 

With regards to Ulysses specifically, Attridge's analysis touches on one of the novel's most 

significant philosophical issues-introduced in full by Joyce in "Aeolus"-namely that Joyce's 

moves actually reinvent the rules which govern the reader's experience with the novel. However, 

Attridge's analysis ofthe rules by which a reader's inevitable judgment of a novel occurs seems 

to hinge on a contradiction (and a misunderstanding of precisely how these rules function). 

Indeed, while Attridge explains that a reader 's primary effort in analyzing a literary text should 
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be to "do its singularity justice" (266), he renders such a goal absurd when he asserts its 

impossibility. 

In place of this Derridean reading, we may look to Wittgenstein's concept of the language 

game as both an effective semiotic framework and as an opportunity to finally stop the regress of 

signs, as Wittgenstein's language games offer the possibility ofboth linguistic and conventional 

interpretation. To understand the move Joyce makes, we might reconsider Wittgenstein's move at 

the end of the Tractatus. As readers, we start reading the Tractatus with a set of preconceived 

notions about philosophy, about books, about reading books about philosophy. These constitute 

the rules we imagine operate within the Tractatus. Wittgenstein does begin by taking us along a 

familiar path and perhaps too affirming our understanding of these rules, only to upend them 

entirely in his command that we "throw away the ladder" (TLP 6.54) at the end. In doing so, 

Wittgenstein effectively breaks his own rules for philosophical discourse-pulling the rug out 

from under his unsuspecting readers. In our confusion as readers, irony emerges between our 

initial expectations and the mystical conclusion that was waiting for us all along. As our sense of 

what has occurred in the text is clarified, so too is our sense of philosophy and of reading-our 

sense of precisely how we should consider language enriches our sense of the rules that govern 

those language games. 

This, in tum, creates room for ethical inquiry beyond the bounds of language prescribed 

by Wittgenstein himself. Yet, such inquiry involves more than simply inquiring into one's own 

sense of ethical or moral value. Rather than merely offering the possibility of syntactical 

clarification of one's sense of ethics, Wittgensteinian ethical inquiry involves a kind of 

involuntary overhaul of one's own sense of ethics through a process like reading a novel. As J. 
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Jeremy Wisnewski explains in his book Wittgenstein and Ethical Inquiry: A Defense of Ethics as 

Clarification, "[ c ]larifying ethical concepts does not directly translate into clarifying our ethical 

predicaments, as our understanding of ethics is not simply composed of an understanding of 

moral predicates" (4). To propound such an understanding would be inherently absolutist and, in 

the sense that Wittgenstein used it in the Tractatus, nonsensical. Wisnewski continues: 

One can view ethical theories as an articulation of our understanding of the 

normative elements in our everyday lives. On this view, an ethical theory will not 

assert propositions about the nature of the good and the right, each equally subject 

to falsification (or verification). Rather, ethical theory will consist in a 

clarification of those values to which we are already antecedently committed

values which are part and parcel of our form of life. (Wisnewski 4-5) 

To ethically appreciate a text, then, is to recognize the rules of the text relative to one's own 

sense of value. 

In "Oxen of the Sun," as we see the pastiching and parodying of a myriad of styles and 

authors, even the mirroring of the physical birthing process-language emerges as, itself, a 

semiotically generative force. The episode begins: 

Deshil Holies Eamus. Deshil Holies Eamus. Deshil Holies Eamus. Send us bright 

one, light one, Horhom, quickening and wombfruit. Send us bright one, light one, 

Horhom, quickening and wombfruit. Send us bright one, light one, Horhom, ., 

quickening and wombfruit. Hoopsa boyaboy hoopsa! Hoopsa boyaboy hoopsa! 

Hoopsa boyaboy hoopsa! (314) 
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Readers find Bloom in the maternity hospital on Holies Street and are confronted with confusing 

Latinate declarations and imperatives which spell out the reproductive tone of the episode. There 

is laid out, in pre-English and early Anglo-Saxon style, a great admiration, it would first appear, 

for the Celtic tradition's reproductive culture. It is noted that "among the Celts, who nothing that 

was not in its nature admirable admired, the art of medicine shall have been highly 

honoured" (314). So too that "Before born babe bliss had, Within womb won he worship" (315). 

The chapter, cataloging the evolution of English prose style from its beginnings to the modern 

day, mirrors this process of reproduction and, in tum, the birthing force. Bloom sees tragedy, 

though, in the mothers of Dublin who, feeling such pressure to procreate, birth more children 

than they are capable of feeding. Joyce's own obsession with fecundity is revealed here in a 

semiotic sense as well-since there exists no stable, verifiable source of a word's meaning,' we 

generate our own fictions, so to speak, whenever we speak or write. In using a word within a 

specific context, we determine its meaning. 

We see that, in Ulysses, breaking rules-linguistic rules, conventional rules of a novel, 

etc.-becomes a vessel for our own sense of value, linguistically and otherwise. These 

distortions exacerbate the the instability of the diegesis even beyond the level of interior 

monologue. While Joyce's "borrowing from specific models is obvious" (126), its effects seem 

to bring into question some of the larger structures for the novel which the reader has thus far 

accepted. In some places, for instance, Homeric correspondences continue to shape the reader's 

perception of Bloom's journey-Bloom is described as "living with dear wife and lovesome 

daughter that then over land and seafloor nine years had long outwandered" (Joyce 316). Yet, in 

other places, patent falsities (or, at least what appear to be patent falsities) emerge about Bloom, 
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among them, in the style if Sir Thomas Malory, that "sir Leopold[ ... ] bore fast friendship to sir 

Simon and to this his son young Stephen and for that his languor becalmed him there after 

longest wanderings" (318). While "we know from the diction and syntax that this is medieval 

romance literature" (Lawrence 125) and may infer the significance of Bloom's "fast friendship" 

and "longest wanderings" (Joyce 318), we are simultaneously jarred into a reexamination of the 

relationship between Bloom and Simon Dedalus, since they certainly are not friends. 

As readers, we are obliged to continue onwards through the text in spite of this apparent 

incoherence. Indeed, while Joyce breaks rules of style, form, and even diegetic continuity, 

readers must continue, revising their sense of those rules in the process. Here, we again see that 

Attridge's point concerning the impossibility of critical judgment falls short because, while 

Joyce's diegesis categorically subverts these seemingly-fundamental rules, the basic narrative 

story (which inhabits the diegesis) is rendered unverifiable. A reader must assume that a 

continuous line of diegetic narration exists (even if it is obscured), but also possesses no way to 

decipher what pieces of the diegetic narrative are more reliable-the supposed fact of Bloom's 

friendship to Simon Dedalus as described in "Oxen" or the entirely contradictory points of 

narration preceding it. The assertion of Bloom's supposed friendship to Simon Dedalus in the 

style of Malory reverts the reader to the level of diegesis, so that they might question the veracity 

of such a claim, the actual plot line (and the reader's relative understanding of that plot line) 

within that diegesis is rendered incomplete and unstable. All pieces of evidence supporting either 

Bloom's friendship or non-friendship with Simon Dedalus exist on equal terms within the text of 

the novel, yet the fact that critical analysis immediately lends the supposed friendship described 

in "Oxen" as fictitious reveals that a reader actually imposes their own ideas onto and into the 
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diegesis-actively creating a plot in those places where the diegesis is rendered unverifiable. The 

oscillations of judgments and styles within "Oxen" admit no definitive single reading of the plot 

itself, leaving the reader to fill in the blank spaces. 

This is amplified by the fact that, in some basic sense, little actually happens in "Oxen" to 

advance the plot of the novel. While, "like the headings of 'Aeolus,' the pastiches of 'Oxen' 

allow for previously suppressed comment and judgment (Lawrence 127), oftentimes nothing is 

diegetically occurring. Yet, this does not mean that nothing at all is occurring-in "Oxen," style 

and form become vessels in which Joyce communicates meaning. Furthermore, as they become 

the primary vessels for conveying information, both style and form are imbued with newfound 

significance, since the conventional novel subordinates them as vessels of communication in 

favor of, for example, dialogue or third person narration. Whereas in "Aeolus," one could 

potentially disregard the headings and still maintain a grasp of the basic plot, in "Oxen," style 

becomes the primary means through which any and all information is communicated. 

As the reader's expectations and Joyce's style further diverge, Joyce's ethical aims are 

brought further into focus . Indeed, literary interpretation becomes an analog to our own linguistic 

struggles and, therein, our sense of moral value as style becomes the primary means by which 

Joyce demands ethical judgment, presenting deeply controversial moral issues--contraception, 

abortion, the valuing of a child's life over the mother's-within the discussions of a group of 

unruly men drinking to extravagant excess (in a maternity hospital, no less). Onto the protagonist 

Bloom the reader imposes their own hopes, expectations, and morals, yet Joyce's circumlocution 

undermines Bloom's linguistic and moral faculties. Bloom is depicted in, in the midst of a 

memory: 
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[H]e was minded of his good lady Marion that had borne him an only manchild 

which on his eleventh day on live had died and no man of art could save so dark is 

destiny. And she was wondrous stricken of heart for that evil hap and for his 

burial did him on a fair corselet of lamb's wool, the flower of the flock, lest he 

might perish utterly and lie akeled (for it was then about the midst of the winter) 

and now sir Leopold that had of his body no manchild and heir looked upon him 

his friend's son and was shut up in sorrow for his forepassed happiness as sad as 

he was that him failed a son of such gentle courage (for all accounted of him real 

parts) so grieved he also in no less measure for young Stephen for that he lived 

riotously with those wastrels and murdered his good with whores. (Joyce 320) 

There are aspects of Bloom's mourning in this passage which, relative to their diegetic accuracy, 

cannot be verified or even trusted. Yet, the image of Rudy as a sacrificial lamb and Stephen's 

penchant for living "riotously with those wastrels and murder[ing] his good with whores" (320) 

serves little purpose within the diegesis alone. Bloom struggles throughout "Oxen" to rid himself 

of these thoughts precisely because they entail no real corollary-his imaginative imposition of 

Rudy onto Stephen serves only as lackluster nostalgia. Furthermore, since the episode's 

subversive style renders any direct effort Bloom makes to address the sorrow he feels over 

Rudy's death unverifiable, the moral impact of his mourning is all but entirely diminished. 

Karen Lawrence here sees a connection between "Oxen" and "Aeolus," in that both 

frustrate the reader with seemingly-impossible to follow meanderings: "[i]f in 'Aeolus' the rapid

fire thoughts of Bloom act as a counter to the often overblown oratory in the newsroom, in 

'Oxen,' the minds of the characters, as well as the dialogue and narration, become 
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periphrastic" (Lawrence 128). The periphrastic style does not only affect the reader's judgment 

to a greater extent; unlike in "Aeolus," "Oxen" becomes downright deceptive. We find that, 

inasmuch as language generates, it simultaneously distorts the reader's image of the diegesis. 

Indeed, the evolving discourse of "Oxen" stands in almost direct opposition to the free indirect 

discourse which characterized earlier chapters, as characters "'borrow' (directly) the particular 

style of narration, even in what (misleadingly) appears to be direct quotation" (130). Interior 

monologue instead forms the characters' personal narration, albeit potentially satirically 

(depending on the style being used). At one moment, in the style of Charles Lamb, Bloom 

envisions himself as the father of all the men around him: "[ n ]ow he himself is paternal and these 

about him might be his sons. Who can say? The wise father knows his own child. He thinks of a 

drizzling night in Hatch street, hard by the bonded stores there, the first" (Joyce 337). This 

echoes the same nostalgia of Bloom's earlier thoughts about Rudy, yet this time, the nostalgia is 

obviously a byproduct of Joyce's imitation of Lamb's prose style. This effectively satirizes the 

values of paternity which Bloom holds so dear. So, too, however, does it clarify the reader's 

sense of precisely which values are being satirized. Neither emerging from the style of Lamb or 

even Bloom himself, these values instead emerge entirely from those values regarding paternity 

which the reader antecedently holds, therein removing them from the deconstructive process 

which would have otherwise rendered them unstable. 

This emergence further undermines Derridean deconstructive implications insofar as it is 

clarificatory, not directly epistemic-readers are not taught about the values of paternity or 

directed towards knowledge of such values in some part of the text. These epistemic concerns 

would ultimately point to yet another unstable and arbitrary binary, itself to be deconstructed 
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within the text. Instead, our preexisting sense of these values are clarified as we encounter 

Bloom and his struggles. Bloom's nostalgia clarifies our sense not only of how effective satire 

functions, but also of what a father should be and, in Bloom's case, of what a hero should be. 
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On "Ithaca " 

Odysseus' return to Ithaca in Homer's Odyssey brings him, at first, great confusion. The 

goddess Athena has shrouded Ithaca in a mist, rendering it completely unrecognizable to 

Odysseus upon his waking. As he stands to orient himself, the hero exclaims: 

What am I in for now? 

Whose country have I come to this time? Rough 

savages and outlaws, are they, or 

godfearing people, friendly to castaways? 

Where shall I take these things? Where take myself, 

with no guide, no directions? (Odyssey 13.199-204) 

What should be for Odysseus a triumphant return after ten years of journeying is marked by 

dread, not celebration. While this engages the readers' sympathies, it also reveals the illusion of 

conclusion-what looked like the end of Odysseus ' journey looks more like the halfway mark. 

Dread tinges the homecoming of Joyce's quasi-Odyssean hero in ways which, although 

they too engage the sympathies of the reader, diverge from the nostos of Homer's Odyssey 

stylistically, formally, and philosophically. The "Ithaca" episode of Ulysses serves as the 

culmination of the novel's basic narrational arc, depicting Bloom's long-awaited return to 7 

Eccles Street, albeit with resistance in many forms. Bloom has avoided returning home all day, 

afraid of encountering Blazes Boylan with his wife Molly. Just as Bloom avoids the comforts of 

home, Joyce avoids the comforts of conventional style and narration. In this sense, "Ithaca" 

stands as the zenith of Joyce's "movement away from 'literature,' a movement initiated in the 

subliterary headlines of 'Aeolus"' (Lawrence 180). 
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Many critics characterize this movement in terms of its consistency with deconstructive 

analysis of the novel as a whole. While the episode's depiction ofBloom's return home and 

catechistic form hint at a potentially conclusive synthesis-an answer of some sort-it 

simultaneously undercuts the possibility of any effective interpretation. This is even stated 

overtly in the text itself; in response to one of the episode's 309 questions, the narrator bemoans 

"[t]he difficulties of interpretation[,] since the significance of any event followed its occurrence 

as variably as the acoustic report followed by the electrical discharge and of counterestimating 

against an actual loss by failure to interpret the total sum of possible losses proceeding originally 

from a successful interpretation" (Joyce 553). This effectively encapsulates and quite nearly 

restates the "Yes, yes" problem raised by Derrida in "Ulysses Gramophone." So, too, does it 

typify the central attitude many critics, even those who do not associate themselves with Derrida 

or deconstruction, hold towards the "Ithaca" episode. Karen Lawrence writes of the catechistic 

form of "Ithaca": "[i]ronically, no answer is definitive because it has the potential to generate 

another, more specific question, which leads to another answer, and so on" (190). 

This potentially stands as the novel's singular lasting message: that literary interpretation 

is itself a futile endeavor and that any effort to extract meaning beyond this conclusion from the 

text will be fruitless. It should come as no surprise, then, that "Ithaca" confronts these 

possibilities by engaging directly with the fundamental assumptions of deconstruction. Indeed, 

these are notions which Joyce has played with for the entire novel-"Ithaca" will inevitably 

affirm or undercut such a conclusion, as it will either affirm or undercut the assumptions upon 

which it is founded. 
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Joyce described the form of"Ithaca" as a "mathematical catechism" (qtd. in Lawrence 

181) and, as Lawrence explains, this form "[encourages] an analytical exercise in constructing 

binary oppositions" (Lawrence 194). Oftentimes these binaries are implicit in the formal 

structure ofthe catechism (e.g. question and answer, emotion and intellection) or even stated 

outright; the question "[w]hat two temperaments did [Stephen and Bloom] individually 

represent?" (Joyce 558) is answered as "[t]he scientific. The artistic" (Joyce 558). The 

generations of these binaries seem, at least in some sense, to amplify the persuasiveness of the 

Derridean perspective, in that they imply their own regresses of meaning. Yet, potentially, they 

work against the Derridean lens, ironizing the deconstructive approach whereby any such binary 

it itself revealed as unstable and arbitrary. In order to affirm or deny either of these possibilities, 

we must, ultimately, determine if Ulysses allows for the possibility of successful teleological 

signification. 

Joyce reveals his obsessions with rules, order, and facts in "Ithaca," and the cold, 

mathematical form which the catechism assumes ostensively reinforces what Rabate describes as 

"textual infmity" (Rabate 249). As Rabate explains, "In 'Ithaca,' the simple gesture of counting is 

foregrounded, and its results are asymptotic and ironical pointers to an ever-receding 

limit," (Rabate 258), citing Joyce's inspiration "by Bertrand Russell 's user-friendly Introduction 

to Mathematical Philosophy" (Rabate 258). However, there emerge confusions and paradoxes of 

all sorts that seemingly contradict the guise of the episode's ultra-scientific exactitude. We 

should be reminded ofWittgenstein's assertion in the Tractatus: "The limits of my language 

mean the limits of my world" (TLP 5.6), whereby Wittgenstein points directly towards the 

arrangement of facts as the limit of language. Expanding upon this notion, Joyce both appeals to 
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the authority of hyper-analytic factual writing and parodies its status as the ultimate limit of 

linguistic signification by removing all sentimentality from depictions of Bloom's emotional 

struggles. This parody both ironizes the seemingly endless string of signification-the textual 

infinity referenced by Rabate in mathematical terms-and also points towards the limits of 

language in its exhaustive yet disorienting catalog of facts. Joyce makes this same effort to 

exhaustively catalog the world of"Ithaca", which Lawrence describes: 

["Ithaca"] meticulously strings together facts without establishing any sense of 

priority among them. This narrative mind amasses facts with no regard for normal 

conventions of significance and relevance. In an exaggerated form of inductive 

observation, the lateral imagination of "Ithaca" peruses the world, exhaustively 

cataloging its contents, whether they are objects in a drawer, books on a 

bookshelf, or thoughts in someone's mind. (Lawrence 181) 

The indiscriminate focus ofthe narrative, then, stands in stark contrast to the reader's 

expectations of this culminating episode. Any sort of meaningful signification is deferred yet 

again, only this time seemingly without the possibility of another chance for such signification in 

sight. Ithaca, then, might be seen as Joyce's definitive assertion of the novel's ultimate status as 

semiotic black box. Its endless digressions reveal its apparent hostility towards any epic, 

thematic, or ethical conclusion. 

Deconstruction inevitably points towards these extremes: mathematical infinity, the 

endless regression of signifiers and signifieds, endless string of questions and answers. In 

considering his own personal extremes, we find that Bloom's emotional avoidance aligns with 

the meandering of the narrative. This renders Bloom an impotent hero, as 16 June 1904 presents 
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nothing more than his past ten years of sorrow in microcosm, only such that he might continue to 

avoid their weight on his psyche. In the micro we see the macro: Bloom's fear of encountering 

Boylan, for example, stands in as a representation of his sexless previous decade with Molly. 

Furthermore, Bloom fails in each of his endeavors for the day, which are cataloged in full: 

A provisional failure to obtain renewal of an advertisement: to obtain a certain 

quantity of tea from Thomas Kernan (agent for Pulbrook, Robertson and Co, 5 

Dame Street, Dublin, and 2 Mincing Lane, London E. C.): to certify the presence 

or absence of posterior rectal orifice in the case of Hellenic female divinities: to 

obtain admission (gratuitous or paid) to the performance of Leah by Mrs 

Bandmann Palmer at the Gaiety Theatre, 46, 47, 48, 49 South King street" (Joyce 

600). 

These failures, too, are wrought ofthe same avoidant behavior which characterizes Bloom's 

larger emotional struggles. Karen Lawrence presents this avoidance as object-oriented: 

There seems to be a mechanism of avoidance in the narrative that resembles 

Bloom's sudden scrutiny of his fmgernails at the mention ofBlazes Boylan in 

"Hades." In that chapter, Bloom psychologically displaces his anxieties onto a 

physical object; in "Ithaca," it is as if the story were displaced onto objects, as if 

the mechanisms of avoidance characterized the behavior of the text. This narrative 

displacement, in fact, dovetails with Bloom's own mechanism of avoidance[.] 

(Lawrence 182-183) 

This is potentially to say that Bloom's emotional struggles can effectively be reduced to objects. 

So, too, does it align Bloom's emotional struggles with the realm of facts, rendering them as 
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merely mechanical signifiers no more important than the contents of a drawer. The impact of 

Bloom's failures to accomplish any of his tasks or to effectively reconcile his emotional 

struggles, then, too, take the form ofDerrida's "Yes, yes" problem, in that the promise of their 

memory is, at best, unverifiable and, at worst, completely insignificant. Readers notice the return 

of several significant objects from previous episodes: both Bloom's "latchkey" (Joyce 546) and 

"partially consumed tablet of Barrington's lemonflavoured soap" (550) recall "Aeolus," for 

example. So, too, do readers notice final references to "Plumtree's potted meat" (552), "the Gold 

Cup" (552), even "agglutinated lather" (an echo of the novel's very first sentence, in which Buck 

Mulligan "[bears] a bowl of lather on which a mirror and a razor lay crossed" [3 ]). The chiastic 

pattern which these objects make apparent seems to hint at the possibility of a fulfilling telos. 

Yet, they potentially serve as further exemplars of Bloom emotional avoidance. The novel's own 

remembrance of itself, one might argue, surpasses Bloom's own capacities for self-reflection, 

even in just one day. 

This subverts reader expectations insofar as what initially appeared to be a triumphant 

homecoming is revealed as a sort of anti-ending. The form of "Ithaca" teases at this expectation, 

as "[t]he book seems to interrogate itself in the catechism, implicitly promising to fill in the 

blanks by telling us the present and past perceptions, actions, and feelings of the 

characters" (Lawrence 181). Indeed, there are even moments where Joyce affords readers a 

glimpse of a telos. As Lawrence explains, "[t]here is a curious sense of displacement about the 

writing, as if one story were being written, while another, more important story were taking 

place" (Lawrence 182). This anti-ending might initially appear as a patent denial of the 

possibility of successful teleological signification, yet Wittgensteinian analysis reveals that the 
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subtle, diminished anti-ending of the antihero Bloom's journey is ultimately critiques the 

interpretive dilemma posed by deconstruction and clarifies the reader's sense of linguistic, 

familial, intrapersonal, and moral rules. This is illustrated nowhere more clearly than in Bloom's 

arrival in bed with Molly and its Homeric correspondence with Odysseus' waking in the 

Odyssey. "Ithaca" as a whole-indeed, the novel as a whole-finds powerful thematic import in 

the disparity between form/style and content. The anti-literary workings of "Ithaca," then, 

manage to convey Bloom's emotional struggles with efficacy: 

Empirical reality is not totally obscured in this process-what actually happens in 

the chapter can be determined. As Budgen maintains, it is the emotional drama of 

the characters that is obscured by the writing. Yet, paradoxically, one of the effects 

of the disparity between the emotion we expect and the intellectualization that we 

find is that the chapter is touching in its own way. It is through the 

intellectualizing and coldness in "Ithaca" that Joyce is able to communicate the 

loneliness of Leopold Bloom[.] (Lawrence 184) 

As Derrida would see it, this simply points towards another infinitely-regressing relationship of 

signifier to signified as, "[ e ]specially in the first half of the chapter, many of the questions seek 

to organize the world of facts into a series of relationships. This demand for comparison in the 

catechism is the second major means by which Joyce shows us that 'relations stop 

nowhere"' (Lawrence 193). 

In a syntactical vacuum, deconstruction may very well deny the possibility of any 

clarification of values. Yet, within the novel's diegesis, the infinite regress of relations-between 

signifier and signified, question and answer, father and son, husband and wife, man and woman 
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-is effectively cut off before the formal structure may respond. As we saw in "Oxen," these 

relations always exists as part of a larger context-a categorical framework which the specific 

relations or binaries must fit within. While deconstruction holds that the infinite regresses of 

meaning which these relations necessitate cannot be effectively categorized, Wittgensteinian 

analysis allows for such categorization in the form of language games. Readers, then, may trace 

back the sources of those relations and binaries which emerge and effectively enrich their 

antecedently-held value sets in which such relations and binaries fit. "Ithaca" engages in a 

similar effort to trace back its sources, and Bloom diegetically arrives at his telos before the form 

of the episode can catch up and, inevitably, continue down an infinitely spiraling regress of 

meaning-both inwardly in the case of predicted interpretation and outwardly in the case of 

semiotic instability. Reconsidering Odysseus' exclamation upon waking in Homer's Odyssey, we 

see that Odysseus, too, faces a similar dilemma, disoriented in the midst of a void with no 

apparent beginning or end, manifested in his crying out, "where?". Both the Odyssey's Ithaca and 

Ulysses' "Ithaca," then, initially present what appears as a stark hopelessness. Yet, while Joyce 

begs the reader to accept in "Ithaca" an insurmountable surplus of meaning, he also forces the 

reader to accept a nostos which they might not necessarily like--even potentially one that passes 

by without them noticing. As Lawrence explains: "The complete avoidance of sentimentality 

here allows for the entrance of the reader's sympathy" (Lawrence 185). 

Even the most careful, scientific readings, then, become semiotically reader-dependent. 

This does not preclude the possibility of meaningful interpretation, though, as Derrida would 

argue. Bloom himself attempts to gain personal clarity through interpretation of literature yet, 

predictably, misunderstands his source. His experience of seeking guidance in Shakespeare, 
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though, embodies the same process which Joyce lays out for his own readers: "he himself has 

applied to the works of William Shakespeare more than once for the solution of difficult 

problems in imaginary or real life" (554). This justifies Bloom's misunderstanding, reinforcing 

the assertion that "[i]n spite of careful and repeated readings of certain classical passages, aided 

by a glossary," one will always derive "imperfect conviction from the text, the answers not 

bearing in all points" (554). 

For example, the tracing back of water to its source mirrors the process the reader 

undergoes as they trace Bloom back to Eccles Street: 

[T]he running of tap water is "explained" by tracing the water back to 

its source; the action of turning on the water is seen as a stage in a physical 

process that begins with the reservoir. Similarly, in a parody of the scientific 

investigation of causes and effects, the boiling of water is traced back to the coal 

that heats it, to the "decidua" of the forest that became the coal, to the energy of 

the sun that formed the coal. (Lawrence 190) 

In Bloom's home on Eccles Street, readers may find that energy which forms Bloom's anxieties 

throughout the novel. Bloom makes his way home and then into bed "prudently, as entering a lair 

or ambush of lust or adders: lightly, the less to disturb: reverently, the bed of conception and of 

birth, of consummation of marriage and of breach of marriage, of sleep and of death" (Joyce 

601 ). While 7 Eccles Street serves first as the site of Molly's infidelity, that infidelity, in turn, 

reminds Bloom of the ten sexless years which his marriage has endured, itself bringing forth 

thoughts the death of Molly and Bloom's son Rudy. 
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Bloom's arrival in bed is accompanied by a litany of emotional turmoil, ironically 

presented in the episode's mechanistic catechism. The question "Bloom's acts?" (Joyce 601) is 

answered with a depiction of Bloom's robotic movement into bed: 

He deposited the articles of clothing on a chair, removed his remaining articles of 

clothing, took from beneath the bolster at the head of the bed a folded long white 

nightshirt, inserted his head and arms into the proper apertures of the nightshirt, 

removed a pillow from the head to the foot of the bed, prepared the bedlinen 

accordingly and entered the bed. (601) 

Next, Bloom's sensory experiences-themselves involuntary, biological processes-are 

cataloged: "New clean bedlinen, additional odors, the presence of a human form, female, hers, 

the imprint of a human form, male, not his, some crumbs, some flakes of potted meat, recooked, 

which he removed" (601). While Bloom now comes into direct, physical contact with the 

tangible remnants of Molly's infidelity, the episode's systematic style prevents any judgment 

concerning Bloom's emotional avoidance of the infidelity and, moreover, his return home. 

Now lying with his head at the foot of the bed, Bloom kisses Molly's rear: "He kissed the 

plump mellow yellow smell ow melons of her rump, on each plump melanous hemisphere, in 

their mellow yellow furrow, with obscure prolonged provocative melonsmellonous 

osculation" (604). This recalls images of Bloom's earlier frustration in "Aeolus," specifically 

Crawford's insistence that he "kiss my arse" (120). Yet, in the same way that the visual 

arrangement ofwords and letters in "Aeolus" jars readers into deeper examination of Bloom's 

professional and social impotence, the perplexing arrangement of words like "melonsmellonous" 

alert the reader to Bloom's proximity to Molly and, at least physically, to sexual consummation. 
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A log of events detailing Rudy's conception and the resulting marital estrangement traces 

Bloom's sorrows back through time with painful banality: 

[E]jaculation of semen within the natural female organ, having last taken place 5 

weeks previous, viz. 27 November 1893, to the birth on 29 December 1893 of 

second (and only male) issue, deceased 9 January 1894, aged 11 days, there 

remained a period of 10 years, 5 months and 18 days during which carnal 

intercourse had been incomplete, without ejaculation of semen within the natural 

female organ. (Joyce 605) 

The methodical tracing of these antecedents, throughout the novel as a whole but especially in 

"Ithaca," then serves as the most effective means by which Joyce communicates meaning. 

Through these mechanistic accounts, Bloom's movements detail the finest minutiae of his 

marital experiences. 

The act of reading Ulysses, and in experiencing these subversions, illuminates the 

reader's sense of the contextually-dependent subject-whether it be their sense of Bloom's 

affection for Stephen, Bloom's anxiety over Molly's infidelity, or affection or anxiety generally 

speaking-held antecedently of the infinite relational string in which it manifests within the text. 

As Lawrence explains: "Instead of 'truth' about his subject, Joyce offers us an exercise in the 

/ many ways in which the subject can be discussed" (~ce 197). Indeed, "we recognize in this 

kind of reading a parody of the basic activity of symbol making and deciphering, the kind of 

activities engaged in by everyone, but by writers and readers especially" (Lawrence 200). 

By the time the final question of "Ithaca" can be asked, then, we find that Bloom has 

already arrived in bed with Molly. While the novel continues into "Penelope," Bloom disappears 
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from the narration, the consummation of his telos affirmed by the ending of his journey. This 

consummation, however, does not affirm consummation for Bloom-it may hint at such2, but 

such an affirmation remains impossible insofar as Bloom's own telos is never defined. Indeed, 

Bloom's diegesis ends in exactly in the place where it began and where Bloom for so long 

avoided-7 Eccles Street. With this in mind, any contention regarding the arrival (or lack 

thereof) of Bloom's at his telos could not be justified. 

However, Bloom's arrival in bed on 7 Eccles Street stands as the superlative affirmation 

of the reader's arrival at a telos. with the reader having clarified their own sense of the journey's 

significance. Alongside the novel's journey away from and, eventually, back to this origin point, 

the reader's personal expectations and values-whether they be literary, ethical, familial, 

paternal, structural, semiotic, post-colonial, feminist, or of any other sort-are confronted, 

subverted, and clarified. 

2 Molly's final barrage of the word "Yes," in this vein, might be read as the sign of orgastic release, 
therein supposing Bloom's successful consummation of a telos at which he has aimed not just for the day, 
but for the previous ten years. 
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Coda: On "Penelope" 

As the novel's final episode and Molly's only input as a narrator, "Penelope" subverts the 

style and form of Ulysses in both predictable and unpredictable ways. While the novel frequently 

reconstructs and abandons its own structures and form, the departures made in the eight quasi

sentences of "Penelope" create a direct confrontation between the novel's deepest cynicism and 

its most hopeful possibilities. For Joyce, the limits of human communication, when considered 

against the backdrop of an unintelligible world, create philosophical dilemmas on both the 

diegetic and extra-diegetic levels. Yet, in spite of the tremendous difficulties facing Bloom, 

Molly, and the reader, Molly's narration in "Penelope" stands as both an affirmation of the values 

which the readers and Bloom take back to Eccles street and also a termination to the regress 

posited by Derrida. 

Regarding its role as the grand finale of Joyce's magnum opus, "Penelope" potentially 

stands as a source of answers for many of the questions that have been posed thus far. Yet, the 

arrival at this finality begs the reader to reconsider both the journey that has culminated in this 

moment and what has been accomplished along the way. These connections create an inexorable 

link between the experiences of the characters (primarily Bloom) and the experience of the 

reader. And while those experiences are often framed by their Homeric correspondences, the 

personal depth explored in Ulysses illuminates a dramatic disparity between the fundamental 

goals of Homer's Odysseus and Joyce's Bloom. While Homer presents Odysseus' obstacles as 

exterior impediments to his progress, Joyce chooses to impede Bloom with his own personal 

anxieties. Understanding, then, the diegetic/extra-diegetic link between Bloom and the reader, 

Bloom's questions become the reader's questions. From episode to episode, despite dramatic 
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changes in form, structure, and narration, Bloom's thoughts constantly return to his marital 

problems. Unlike Homer's Odysseus, who has no reason to doubt his wife's loyalty, Bloom must 

continue his journey home all the while doubting the truth of the reward that awaits him in 

reuniting with his wife. 

With this in mind, the hopes for closure and a resolution-as held by both Bloom and the 

reader-seem to be dashed by the "Penelope" episode's form, structure, and content. Bloom is 

left in limbo, as after seventeen grueling episodes (for both Bloom and the reader), Molly seizes 

Bloom's narrational position, leaving the realization of Bloom's desired telos unknowable. Even 

the readers' hopes of a structurally intelligible ending are disintegrated, as the form of 

"Penelope" consists of nothing more than eight indentations, one period, and over twenty 

thousand words of unadulterated prose. Yet, Karen Lawrence explains that, despite its 

paradoxical setup, the episode actually "contributes to our sense of return and 

closure" (Lawrence 205). 

While many of Joyce's subversions of form and structure in the preceding episodes act as 

a key to understanding the rest of the novel, "Penelope" exists completely independent of the 

timeframe that encompasses the entirety of the novel prior. In Lawrence's words, "Joyce saw the 

chapter as a kind of non ending for the book-a chapter with no beginning, middle, or end-and 

despite its existence outside the main progression of styles, 'Penelope' does give the reader a 

sense of closure" (205). While any novel must certainly have a finite amount of pages and, 

therein, an ending, Joyce manages to end his novel in the most subversive way imaginable. As 

the reader is removed one last time-without a temporal reality, without form, without its 

protagonist-from the structure of the novel, Bloom is alienated one last time from humanity, 
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relegated to his own personal purgatory, without the answers to the questions that cause him the 

most anxiety. He succeeds in completing his Homeric journey home, yet fails in completing his 

Joycean, modem journey into himself, even into his wife. However, while it apparently 

perpetuates Bloom's bleak end, the narrational shift actually affords the reader an opportunity to 

access Molly's thoughts and to affirm the existence of the meaning that Bloom could not reach 

himself. The reader is, for the first and only time, given a privileged position in understanding 

the source of Bloom's nearly-endless digressions, diversions, and frustrations. 

Molly's soliloquy establishes countless parallels between the psychological processes of 

Bloom and Molly. "Penelope" serves, amidst its perplexing prose, as a return to "a single 

consciousness, a single voice" (205). For the reader, then, this reversion allows access again to 

an intelligible identity that reveals itself through discourse. In stark contrast to the fragmentation 

and psychological incomprehensibility of, for example, "Circe," "Penelope" adopts a style of 

narration that, although unfamiliar and devoid of any cognizable structure, provides "one of the 

stylistic conceptions that dominates the early chapters of the book. .. once we learn how to read 

the continuous rhythms of the prose, the style seems much less radical than it first appears

linguistic play such as we find in 'Sirens,' for example, is almost non-existent" (204). With this 

regained accessibility, the reader is now able to connect Bloom and Molly through the personal 

and internal anxieties they share. 

Indeed, Molly shares the same skepticism of Bloom's faithfulness that Bloom holds 

against her. In fact, thoughts of"one of those night women" (Joyce 609) that she suspects Bloom 

has seen for sex consume her from the beginning of the episode and continue until near the very 

end. Molly's remembrance of a former sexual fling with a man named Hester who called her 
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"Doggerina" (621) echoes Bloom's encounters with Paddy Dignam and Myles Crawford, who 

have both acquired the features of dogs, as they interrogate him regarding his sexual history. 

Molly and Bloom both constantly lament Rudy's death and occasionally indulge in a fantasy that 

Stephen Dedalus might act as a sort of replacement son for them. In one moment, Molly's 

thoughts travel from a fantasy of a relationship with Stephen-"! wonder what sort of son he is 

he says hes an author and going to be a university professor of Italian and Im to take 

lessons" (637)-to thoughts of her "mourning" Rudy (637). Similarly, at the end of "Circe," 

Bloom perceives Stephen's actual transformation into Rudy. In that climactic episode, Bloom is 

capable of calling out to Rudy, nothing more. 

At first, "Penelope" appears to verify that temporally, metaphysically, epistemologically, 

and even interpersonally, nothing can be trusted. At one extreme, the fabric of the entire novel 

appears to unravel as time, perhaps the one remaining clear constant, reliable facet, is undefined 

and nonexistent. At another extreme, even the most simple matters of fact are contradicted. 

"Penelope" serves as an authority for the novel,l"if?final word. But Molly, in control of this 
"-../ 

authority, is incorrect about both her own age and the number of years ago that her own son 

Rudy died. These temporal absurdities support the notion that experience cannot be intelligibly 

ordered, discouraging news to hear at the end of a novel predicated most fundamentally by a 

specific duration of time. If there is no greater truth to the novel than this, the journey of Ulysses 

,/ has been a failure not only for~Q. Bloom, but now also for the reader, leaving both parties 

alienated from any substantive truth. If the validity of Joyce's free indirect discourse is 

invalidated through a refutation of its reliability, there no longer exists a basis for making or 

denying any claims regarding the text. 
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This perspective, however, neglects to consider the most basic elements of Bloom and 

Molly's own psyches. It is apparent that, in spite of the incomprehensible difficulties facing 

Bloom and Molly, they still fundamentally categorize their woes in terms of their relationship to 

one another. While Derridean deconstruction might attempt to reduce this relationship to an 

unstable binary, Wittgensteinian language games effectively illuminate the same instability 

without reducing analysis entirely to the level of syntax. Ulysses is an arduous, painful journey 

for both Bloom and the reader, but Ulysses does not bemoan any impossibilities implicit to 

linguistic or literary analysis. As Lawrence explains, "Unlike most modernists, Joyce did not 

believe in crisis as the model of the age" (208), instead choosing to present his novel and its 

implications as a means of clarifying one's own antecedently held values. 

In "Penelope," this response to the implications of deconstruction appears in Molly's 

assertion: "who was the first person in the universe before there was anybody that made it all 

who ah that they dont know neither do I so there you are they might as well try to stop the sun 

from rising tomorrow" (Joyce 643). Indeed, in the rising of the sun, the endless string of 

signifiers and signified, and even Molly's menstruation, the reader is confronted with the futility 

in confronting such regresses head-on. However, even after all of this is explicated in "Penelope" 

and, for that matter, the entirety of the novel and Bloom's efforts therein to regain his 

relationship with his wife, all that remains is Molly's assertion of love for Bloom, her 

"Yes" (Joyce 644). 
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